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Abstract: Environmental degradation is an important content when transportation is considered i,e the 

emissions of vehicles that causes reduction in earth’s life. Initiation and advancement of EV’s has a 

greener contribution to the society. Furthermore number of advancements, changes, up gradation and 

needs required to match the demand has been grown. Electric vehicles efficiencies, batteries, 

transmission systems and grid technology were the important roles in bringing the possible beneficiary 

to the society. Various studies, work and its implementation has been executed by more number of 

countries with different transmission arrangements, various battery built using different materials 

showed better efficient and green batteries and furthermore with using V2G technology of balancing the 

electrical parameters practically between grid - vehicle. All the technological advancement has been in 

progress from past many years and has contributed huge to the technology. Energy required to run the 

EV’s played an important role in environmental effects. The plants which are used for energy generation 

for charging EV’s should always rely on renewable energy that showed better and healthy technology 

utilization. All the variations, advancement and its effects was observed and technological improvements 

could be achieved in any of the parameters, but the way to chose the each and individual parameters 

that can bring lots of improvements ahead of the challenges need to be clearly studied and defined. The 

review conducted can be taken as the brief data’s to conclude the impact of EV’s on the society. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The burning of fossil fuels and the emissions has a drastic effect on the ozone layer and the total earth’s 

safety has been degrading day by day. The natural disaster what the nation is facing in irregular manner 

is a present observation that must be treated and studied at most important region of focus and scope of 

importance. Of all the parameters, transportation is a major important in the content of study which has 

contribution of 20 % to the effect. Various designs, arrangements, new fuels, upgrading the technology 

to reduce emissions has been tried and executed. But of all the parameters Design of electric vehicles 

has been promising technology to contribute and save the earth from degradation. The utilization of 

electric vehicles showed a positive effect to the environment. Government has been interested in 

planning and developing new rules, guidelines and various policies. The stock of EV’s was around 

180000 at 2012. This showed 0.02% of vehicle stock internationally lead to the initiation and focus more 

on R & D. The drastic importance of electric vehicle has been initiated internationally. Challenges have 

been faced in power train, batteries and charging infrastructure. Varieties of power trains, different types 

of batteries used and various charging technology has been adopted and successfully growing. The EV’s 

showed a positive effect on the environment. The EV’s utilized are better than Internal Combustion 

engines. The main point here to improve regarding the relationship between EV’s and Charging station 

i.e. power grid. Based on all the literature done, our aim was to 
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study the positive and negative impact of EV’s on society. Methodology was chosen to describe the 

important steps in designing and developing EV’s. Our intense was to study in detail regarding the 

impact either in terms of science, technology, marketing and many more. [1] [6] [7] [12]. 

 

2. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the study is to find the social economical impact of EV’s on society by considering 

various literatures, reports and articles published which is generally taken as citation. Based on the 

literatures or work performed, the contribution of technology has been examined [1] [3] [12] [13]. 

 
3. SCOPE 

 

The scope of the present study is confined to impact of EV and its technology. The analysis of study 

was planned and designed based on the prior works performed and published. The frequency of 

technological focus was limited to the standard of references chosen [1] [6]. 

4. LITERATURE REVIEW 

EV’s growth can bring lots of developmental changes in the environment and nation. EV’s are 

environmental friendly compared to IC engines. Zero emissions could be treated as the best eco friendly 

technology criteria. Development of EV’s from its imitation and updating has larger technological 

market growth which needs to be focused in systematic point of view. Development of EV’s from its 

initiation to till date is wide range of areas where they have targeted. Power trains designed and 

developed from series to parallel arrangements which has a variations in contribution of mechanical 

specification required and comforts aspects, change in batteries technologies like lead acid, nickel based 

and lithium types which showed difference in efficiencies achieved. Charging technologies has been 

improved from slow charging to fast charging stations. For efficient charging the balance of variations, 

constants of current, voltage, ampere and frequencies are challenging parameters in balancing the 

conditions. Environmentally the development of EV’s and energy required to run these vehicle that 

produces emissions makes a prominent steps in considering from the energy source plants which later 

supplies for EV’s through charging stations. V2G is an important technology which is still improving 

these days where energy is transferable from EV’s to Grid and Grid to EV’s, which generally balances 

the technical load challenges. Developments of smart grids for better user interface between EV’s and 

charging stations in demand response conditions. Once it comes to the market capture or awareness about 

the technology, EV’s has sold out lakh’s of units per year internationally. America, Japan are the 

countries with highest number of EV’s sold out per year. The role of most of the advanced countries are 

bringing out more number of market size by 2020.Considering the positive and negative impacts of the 

technological benefits, various individual literature have been studied and its effect, contribution and 

most of the parameters and discussed further [6] [8] [11]. 

5. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

 
Research review was an important step in finding the right direction to find the variation of technology 

observed in these many years and their technical, social and economical contributions has been 

examined. Focusing more on technical contribution, development research articles were chosen and 
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correlated to find the maximum effect of EV’s on society. [3] [5] [8] [6] [11]. 

 

Developmental Methodologies Chosen 

 
EV’s Current status 

 
EV’s contribution has changed a lot from 19th centuries till date. The invention of electric motor has been initiated 

with development of EV’s in 18th centuries. Different development of electric motors and its development bought 

variations in efficient power drive. Different fuel vehicle are parallel on the way of its invention. But the right 

efficient vehicle as choice plays an important role in its specification. So the EV’s has a major contribution in the 

society and a number development seems a revolutionary changes n the market. 

 

 
Power Train 

 
The main components of power transmission systems are the energy storage units and energy transfer units. Either 

the size of the battery decides the distance travelled or power consumed or the type of energy transmission 

arrangements that could have maximum energy utilization or a high economically driven vehicle. Vehicles of 

different arrangements, Hybrid electric vehicles, plug in hybrid electric vehicles, battery electric vehicles in series 

or parallel conditions. All the above arrangement showed better and negative results that has contribution to the 

EV’s and environmental impacts also. The technological changes are shown in the below figure 1. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Power train configurations: (a) Series HEV, (b) Parallel HEV, (c) Series-parallel HEV, (d) Series PHEV, (e) Parallel PHEV, (f) Series- 

parallel PHEV [6]. 

 

Battery 
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Battery is the major and energy storage unit, which is a very important criteria to make the technology advanced 

and more number of units could be sold with its development , because the changes in battery storage capacity and 

making it lighter in weight is a major technological development considering the environmental point of view. 

Different form of batteries has been invited and showed a positive results but the energy storage capacity and EV’s 

longer distance travel with better economical vehicle is still the challenging area. The evolution and technological 

changes of the batteries are shown in the below figure 2. The parameters of the batteries, like nominal voltage, 

energy density, specific power, energy density,, percentage of self discharge per month, memory effect, operating 

temperature and production cost per kWh data’s has been collected refer figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Development timeline of EV battery [6]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of EV battery types [6]. 

 

 

 

Environmental Impacts 

 
It has been claimed and observed the zero emissions of EV’s but the energy since creation burning fuels makes an 
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important contribution to the environment. Results shows that energy source creation plant should generally run on 

Renewable resources rather that coal fired which again further it deploys the environment. 

 

Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology in smart grid 

 
The initiation of V2G technology has started at the initial phase. The Unidirectional method of V2G technology 

showed an improvement in balancing the power grids and EV’s loading conditions, different current parameters and 

many others. The main technological difference between uni-directional and bi-directional V2G are observed in 

figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Comparison of uni-directional V2G and bi-directional V2G [6]. 

 

 
6. DISCUSSION 

Based on the developmental methodologies chosen and considering their literature is discussed further. The 

important steps considered as developmental reviews are, Current EV’s status, Power Train, Battery Technology, 

Environmental impacts and V2G Technology. It was clearly observed from past literature and current 

developmental status that EV’s has captured the society and market matching the needs of the customer. 

Technological challenges are always ahead in terms of specification but the end needs remains the same as 

matching the society needs and high efficient outputs. The power train which is a mechanism to drive the vehicles 

plays an important efficient vehicle that satisfies human needs and mechanical aspects of views. Different hybrid 

arrangement has been tried for developing Hybrid vehicles which finally developed different efficient power 

train arrangements as discussed clearly in Figure 1. The energy storage system which has a major contribution to 

the EV’s efficiency. Different batteries made of varieties of chemical inert materials showed a variation and 

improvement in development of efficient vehicle. The electrical controllable parameters showed a variation in 
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controlling the energy as a major source. Literature shows positive environmental effects produced by EV’s but 

the emissions discharged for charging through grids makes an important factors in deciding to rely more on 

renewable energies. Parallel development of V2G technological impacts showed a balanced condition in running 

the EV’s in the society. The impact of uni-directional and bi-directional V2G makes a choice

 in its developments. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

Reviewing the various literatures on EV’s developmental stages till to date. The literature and discussion 

shows a clear positive impact on society (Environmental changes). Drastic high Price of fuel and 

degradation of environment ozone layer development of EV’s captured the market internationally and 

successfully accepted by the society. More number of EV’s customer demand and supply has to match only 

upgrading the technology and huge numbers of manufacturing or production sectors. Reaching the 

requirements has shown improvements in market various conditions like technology, markets, financial 

improvements and many others. Technological developments and its research and development lead to the 

various changes in different sectors that indirectly bring the improvement in the EV’s sector. Different 

power train arrangement, developed from petrol, gasoline and hybrids shows a major improvement and 

developing high efficient vehicles. Various technological advancement in developing a high efficient battery 

showed a remarkable positive impact on EV’s continuity. Environmentally accepted EV emission and its 

beneficiary is a major role in driving the technology, but the major concern is about using of renewable 

energies for creation of energies in power grids and charging stations. Because the emissions released in 

creation of energy simultaneously effects the environment. So the development of V2G technology which 

is a balancing parameters in controlling the demands via electrical parameters .However whatever the 

parameters chosen has either positive and impacts either on environment or society. The magnitude of the 

contribution plays an important role as a deciding factor to enhance, involve and bringing out the green 

technology that saves the planet earth. The further scope of work defines the major or higher percentage of 

impact to choose as future review and more findings could be clearly defined for further rules, polices and 

standard guidelines required. 
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